
Vocab Set #2
Test Wed 11/1



What’s in this set…?

-general vocabulary words

-context words (from Outsiders)

-homonyms (None this week)



All  vocab words (Big one this week!) 
1. Philosopher 7. Nonchalantly 12. Winced

2. Philanthropist 8. Madras 13. Aloofness

3. Philologist 9. Rarity 14. Gallantly

4. Bibliophile 10. Scowled 15. Ornery

5. Philter 11. Shanghaiing

6. Philharmonic



Prefix Phil- (love)
1. Philosopher- noun. Someone who loves philosophy (study of 
knowledge/existence/wisdom)

-Aristotle is a famous philosopher. 

2. Philanthropist- noun. A person who loves helping others, donating time 
and money to promote a cause.

-Stephen Ross is a wealthy philanthropist who donates a lot of money 
to U of Michigan education.

3. Philogist- noun. Someone who studies language in history
-The Constitution has been studied by a philologist for meaning. 



4. Bibliophile- noun. A person who collects or has great love of books
-A bibliophile will likely have an extensive library at home. 

5. Philter-noun. A drink supposed to arouse love or desire for the 
drinker. “A love potion”.

-They poured another philter, hoping he would finally see his true 
love…”

6. Philharmonic- adj. Being devoted to and/or appreciating music. 
-The philharmonic players studies classical jazz music.  



Outsiders Words
7. Nonchalantly- adverg. To do something casually, or relaxed.

-She nonchalantly recited 20 places of pi. 

8. Madras- noun. A strong cotton fabric. Usually with stripes or 
checkers. 

-The madras shirt he wore was flashy.

9. Rarity- noun. The quality of something/someone being rare. 
-It is a rarity to see antique cars on the road. 



10. Scowled- verb. Frowning in an angry or upset way.  
-She scowled at him when he lied.

11. Shanghaiing- to trick someone into a place or position or into 
doing something

-Brady shanghaied the dog into the car to go to the Vet. 

12. Winced- verb. To make a sound/movement anticipating or 
receiving pain or distress. 

-Ponyboy winced before the Socs attacked him.



13. Aloofness- adjective. Not being friendly. Being cool (cold) and 
distant.

-During negotiations, the lawyer was being aloof. 

14. Gallantly- adverb. To do something bravely, impressive, or 
charmingly. 

-Soldiers fight gallantly for their nation. 

15. Ornery- adjective. Bad-tempered, stubborn, or combative.
-The Greasers are ornery after being stereotyped for so long. 


